Volvo s60 coolant

Lake Ford helped make these videos. Adding engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your
Volvo S60 is pretty easy. Engine coolant circulates through your engine to keep it cool in the
summer but won't freeze in the winter. Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for an
accurate reading. The video above shows you where the coolant reservoir in your S60 is located
and how to add coolant. Be sure to check your owners manual to determine the correct type of
fluid to add - for Volvos, it will typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your
manual. Some coolants will come premixed Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm
engine could cause the cap to fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the
reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when working on your S Promptly wipe up any spilled
fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount on your
garage floor can end up in the dog's stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily surface in your
coolant, immediately have your mechanic inspect your S60 for head gasket leakage. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Do you
ever get into your friend's car and notice a bad smell? A dirty cabin air filter could be the culprit.
Power steering fluid is easy to check and many people mechanics included often forget about learn how here. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Bad odors inside? Check this. Check power
steering fluid level. Learn how to jack up your car. A few key tips will make jacking up your car
much safer. Change a burnt out headlight. Avoid tickets and accidents with both working
headlights! New bulbs are much brighter too. See all videos for the Volvo S We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything Be the first to write a review. This
listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. This is provided for reference only
and does not guarantee that the part your are buying is identical to the part numbers from the
brands listed below. Gates Molded Coolant Hose is manufactured to fit specific applications.
Similar to OEM specifications. Approved for marine applications. Note : Gates recommends
replacing standard worm drive and spring loaded clamps with Gates PowerGrip R SB Clamps
each time a new coolant hose is installed. The engine types may include 2. This part fits
vehicles made in the following years , , , , , , , , And we guarantee it. Our company combines
hard-core drag racers and auto enthusiasts with tech-savvy engineers and developers â€” all
car lovers â€” to create a webstore that gives you an unmatched shopping experience â€” and
we deliver it fast. Very fast. A better shopping experience, for every product for every car,
whenever you order. We recommend shipping to a location where someone will be there to
receive the package PartsHawk stands behind every item we sell. We offer a 60 day exchange or
refund policy on all orders. Within 60 days or receipt of your order you may request a return for
either an exchange or a refund. All product returns must be in the original packaging, have not
been used, installed or damaged due to improper installation. All parts, hardware, documents
and instructions must be included in the returns. Upon shipping we determine the closest
distribution center to you and the quickest method. If the product is defective we will exchange
the unit for the exact item. No new returns on these products. Large Parcel Items : For large
items bumpers, side steps, bed covers, etc. If you are having issues tracking your package
please contact us so we can assist you. Placing an order outside the US is easy! In fact, eBay
handles the entire transaction for you once we have shipped the product to their warehouse in
Kentucky. Once the order has shipped you will receive a tracking number from our warehouse
to Kentucky and then another tracking number from Kentucky to you. Additional Charges and
Fees Additional shipping, duties and taxes will be calculated by eBay during check out. Outside
the US? Don't worry,. PartsHawk is currently shipping to over countries. Please allow up to 24
hours for your tracking to update. If you still do not see any movement, please contact our
Customer Service Department and we will be happy to assist. What if the tracking number is not
working after 24 hours? Depending on the size of your item, it could be shipped with a truck
carrier and will require you to be present at time of delivery. Please feel free to reach out to us
and we will provide additional details. Do I have to be there to sign for my package? There is no
additional cost to you for this service. What if I am not available when the carrier tries to
deliver? If there is no response when the package arrives, the driver may leave the package
nearest to the street or make a second delivery attempt on the next business day. Please check
your tracking info as it will let you know the next steps for delivery attempt. I have special
delivery instructions i. Leave by back door, leave with neighbor, place in the planter on the left

of my garage, etc. We recommend leaving a note for the carrier on the door nearest to the street
as we do not have a way to communicate those requests for you. Sorry, we do not offer the
pickup in warehouse option as our warehouses do not have public access. How can I get a copy
of my receipt or invoice? Check the vehicle compatibility guide above or just reach out to us.
Thank You For Shopping. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing
Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to
Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated
Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information partshawk
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:.
What does this price mean? You save:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Miami, Florida, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by partshawk. PartsHawk partshawk
Search within store. Best Sellers. On Sale. Recommend for upper, lower, by-pass, heater and
other coolant hose applications. Heat and ozone resistant cover. Engineered to resist
electrochemical degradation - the leading cause of hose failure. Re-engineered materials resist
vacuum collapse. This reduces the need for internal springs in many applications. Take
advantage of our huge distribution network in the United States and Canada, we're able to ship
direct to you, so we can get your order into your hands faster than the competition. Our goal is
to exceed your expectations. Don't worry, PartsHawk is currently shipping to over countries
Check the Shipping and Payments section above to see if this item can be shipped to you. What
if my order shows shipped but the package is not moving? Shipping and handling. This item
will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens
in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot
be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item
will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 24 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. We recommend shipping to a location where
someone will be there to receive the package. PartsHawk stands behind every item we sell.
International Priority Shipping. The engines with thermostat on block V8, all 3. On your Volvo,
these tools allow you to easily get coolant to the engine block. These tools allow you to easily
remove and refill your coolant. Use a section of heater hose or clear vinyl tubing that fits the
nipple and put funnel into the hose. Engine damage is a very real concern. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos.
Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide.

Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo
Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo
Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register
for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need
Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS
Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of
the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum
users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. Related Posts. Go to
mobile version. Adding volvo coolant also known as antifreeze to your Volvo is easy. Make sure
to check your engine when it is cold for an accurate reading. Be sure to check your owners
manual to determine the correct type of volvo coolant to add â€” for Volvos, it will typically be in
a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your manual. Removing the volvo coolant
reservoir cap on a warm engine could cause the cap to fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to
spray out of the reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when working on your Volvo. Promptly
wipe up any spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. If you notice an oily surface in your coolant,
immediately have your mechanic inspect your S60 for head gasket leakage. Coolant Flush
How-To. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo
ETM. Codes: to Volvos. Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo
Transmissions Guide. Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo
VIN Search. Volvo Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your
Forum Posts. Volvo Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS
Contributors. How to Register for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a
Photo. New Here? Need Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give
Back to MVS. MVS Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved
Volvo. History of the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are
Volvo forum users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. How do I
flush my Volvo Coolant? Thanks for reporting this, Ron. Related Posts. Go to mobile version.
For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Volvo S60 Coolant Temperature Sensor. Select your vehicle year. Refine
by:. Coolant Temperature Sensor part. Returns Policy. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort by:.
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Vehicle Fitment - Volvo S60 2.
Part Number: WKP Part Number: AC Vehicle Fitment Volvo S60 2. Part Number: ACD Part
Number: FS Part Number: GPD Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Helpful Automotive
Resources. With the help of the radiator and the rest of the engine cooling system, that heat is
dispersed into the atmosphere. The primary function of the. This system is also used to alert the
driver of potential issues by turning on the check engine light. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The coolant or chemical solution that absorbs heat from
the engine of your Volvo is a compound mixture that expands after being heated. Normally, that
reaction would also make the chemical to expand. If there's no port where the overflowing
coolant would go, the tendency is for the expanded coolant to just be spilled, the Volvo engine
would then need constant refill in order to keep the temperature in the desired level. How is it
then being kept? A Volvo coolant tank is the solution. The moment it is heated, the overflow
tube which is connected to the bottom of the coolant tank would direct the overflow to the
container. The importance of the Volvo tank is relies on the value of the coolant to the system,
which ultimately is to prevent overheating. This is the device in a Volvo liquid cooling system
that houses the coolant after it's been heated, right before it's directed to the radiator. With its
capacity to hold an amount of coolant helps regulate the temperature in the engine system. And
to ensure that there's enough or extra space for the expanded coolant, Volvos can be retrofitted
with Volvo coolant expansion or fill tanks. In earlier vehicle eras, air cooled systems are the
ones being used. Unlike liquid cooling systems of today which make use of coolants, this type
doesn't need coolant tanks. An air cooled system is simply being driven by a powerful fan that
blows cold air over a heat conductor or aluminum fins that cover the engine block, which then
absorb the heat from the cylinders. Basically, the cold air blown over the heat absorber
transfers the heat to the atmosphere. On the other hand, liquid cooling systems use a liquid
component which we call coolant to absorb heat produced in the engine operation. This liquid
component is a mixture of water and anti-freeze usually of ethylene glycol and anti-corrosion
chemicals. Significantly, the latter type of cooling system works more efficiently than the other.
As for Volvo that's known for producing heavy duty trucks and reliable cars, only high quality
coolant tanks should be used so to complement the quality of engineering and sophistication.
Superior quality aftermarket Volvo coolant tanks and coolant expansion tanks are available in

the market, in case your original tank or expansion tank has gone out of good condition. When
you pop the hood to access the engine bay, you might find yourself fascinated at the number of
components crammed into the space. The designers in the think lab of Volvo manage to
accomplish this feat without sacrificing functions. Now, if you take a closer look, you might be
able to spot certain components holding in liquids. One of these is the Volvo coolant reservoir.
While it looks like a plain container, it has a bigger purpose once you crank up the engine. It is
time to explore how the system works and how it benefits from the reservoir. The internal
combustion engine is the most common power plant among automotive vehicles at the present.
It is able to generate power by drawing in a mixture of air and fuel which is then compressed
and ignited. These phases lead up to the detonation of the mixture necessary for creating the
force that drives the pistons into movement. Of course, this also creates heat throughout the
duration of you running the engine. Now, this heat has to be controlled and kept within bounds
so that the engine can function properly. Once this goes beyond the limits, you can risk hurting
your engine and end up bogging down the road. The cooling system is integrated to the vehicle
to regulate the heat being produced by the engine. Just right after you crank the engine up, it
should be able to reach the optimum operating temperature. At this point, the cooling system
kicks in to maintain the desired level. Coolant circulates in the engine to absorb excess heat
within. It then flows to the radiator so that the heat is released into the air. The cooled down
fluid is then redirected into the system. Now, where exactly does the coolant reservoir come to
play? This container is responsible for holding the excess or overflowing cooling liquid inside
the system. When the engine is cool and not running, you should find a small amount of coolant
inside the reservoir. However, as the engine heats up, the system builds up pressure. Therefore,
you might find the fluid level varying as it continues to hold excess fluid until it is redistributed
back to the lines. This is also the reason why the coolant reservoir has to be properly sealed.
Otherwise, pressure can escape and compromise the operation. The coolant reservoir is usually
made of transparent or translucent plastic molded into a cylinder or tub. With its shape, it is
meant to be fitted in a space closest to the radiator. The plastic is also thick enough to handle
the hot coolant that overflows while the engine is running. Always make sure that the cap is
firmly shut and that the reservoir is free from cracks that can cause a system leak. We've Made
a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Volvo Coolant
Reservoir. Refine by:. Coolant Reservoir part. Returns Policy. Product Fit. Shop Volvo Coolant
Reservoir. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Vehicle Fitment - Volvo Turbo 5 Cyl 2. Part Number: RV
Vehicle Fitment - Volvo S60 2. Part Number: RB Part Number: GXL Vehicle Fitment - Volvo S80
2. Part Number: PP Vehicle Fitment - Volvo S80 3. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Volvo
jacobs mileage master
2005 nissan sentra manual
2007 infiniti m37
Coolant Reservoir Models. Volvo C30 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo C70 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo
S40 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo S60 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo S70 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo S80
Coolant Reservoir. Volvo V50 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo V60 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo V70
Coolant Reservoir. Volvo XC60 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo XC70 Coolant Reservoir. Volvo XC90
Coolant Reservoir. Volvo Coolant Reservoir Customer Reviews. Feb 09, Perfect fit, and five
minutes to change. Just the way I like it! Brentley Neibert. Purchased on Dec 27, Replacement
Coolant Reservoir. Oct 02, Exactly what the doctor ordered. Perfect fit. Fast delivery!!! Great
price!!! Hollis Monroe. Purchased on Sep 18, Jul 16, Arrived early and in a well packed box.
Austin Reeves. Purchased on Jul 03, Volvo Coolant Reservoir Guides. A Peek into the Volvo
Coolant Reservoir. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

